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l)

Answer any 5 questions without omitting any Unit.
2) All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT _ I

L a) Distinguish between :
i) Parametric and non-parametric tests.
ii) Randomized and non-randomized tests.
b) Let X

has the density,

f(x;0)=e*'' rfff),y
To test H6:0<1 against H1
critical region is given by

:0>1, a sample of size 2 is selected

and the

(-l
<x2
c--l (*, *r)llxr
t'' '"4' -)'r.

Find the power and the size of the test.

II. a) State and prove
b)

generalized Neyman-Pearson lemma.

N (0, 1) Lmder FIo and X
size cx test of I{o against Hr.

I-,et

X

-

-

C (0,

UNIT

III. a) Distinguish the following
i) Unbiased test
ii) UMP unbiased test
iii) LMP test.

l)

under

H,. Find the most powerfrrl

- II

terms and give an example in each case

:

test. Show that if the power function is continuous, then a
UMP o -similar test is UMP unbiased provided its size is a .

b) Define o -similar

P.T.O.
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IV. a)

When do you say that a test has Neyman structule ? Give an example to
which has NeYman structue.

a

test

b) Let X be a random variable with d.f. F (0), where F*(0) belongs to a
family f9 and let T be a sufficient statistic for f6. Prove that a necessary and
sufficient condition for all similar tests to have Neyman structure with respect
to T is that the family PT of distributions of T is boundedly complete'

UMT - III

V. a) Define likelihood ratio test. Show that for testing Hs:0e@9

against

0e @r, th" likelihood ratio test is a function of every sufficient statistic
for 0.
H1

:

b) Let Xr, Xz, . . ., X. be a random
1

P(X = x)

=

*,

^

= l, 2, ..

testfortestingHo: N

(

., N,

sample from a pmf'

N>

1 is an integer' Find the likelihood ratio

NoagainstHr: N> No' whereNo is aspecified

integer.

VI. a) Irt 1,(l)
H1

Ue the tikelihood ratio criterion

for testing H6:0e @6 against

:0e @,. Under certain regularity conditions show that -2 logl"k)

is

of
asymptoticaliy distributed as a chi-square random variable with degrees

freeoomequalstothedifferencebetweenthenumberofindependent
p*"*"i*, i"@ a"d the number in@., where @ is ttre parameter space'
b)

Describe how you test Hs :o >

os

against H1

:o > oe in N (p,"') when p

is unknown.
UNIT

- IV

vII. a) Define sequential probability ratio test. For a sequential

probability ratio test

with bounds A, B (A > B) and strength (cr, B), show that

,

A<

1-B

*4 s2--P-'

cr,

1-cx

b)I-etx-Poi(0),0>0.FindthesequentialprobabilityratiotestofHo:0=1
againstHl O =2'
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VIII. a) Define OC firnction and ASN function of sequential probability ratio test. For

testingHo:0 =0.5againstHr:0 =0.9,findOCfi.rnctionwhen cr = B =0.5,
where 0 is the parameter in b(1, 0) and you are given a random sample of
size n from b(1, e).
b) Show that sequential probability ratio
UNIT

-

test terminates with probability one.

V

IX. a) Define two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. Describe its applications.
b) Show that the distribution of Spearman's rank correlation coefficient is
symmetric about zero under independence.

X. a) Define Kendall's tan. Describe

a test

for its significance.

b) Explain Mann-Whitney U-test for the two sample problem.

